
SELECT A PRODUCT CLASS 
THAT FITS YOUR NEEDS

The Powerblanket® product line is designed for any 
definitive heating job. Each product is built with a 
rugged vinyl shell that is safe to use in temperatures 
as low as -20ºF (-29ºC). You can be sure that 
Powerblanket® products will keep your equipment warm 
when temperatures drop well below freezing.

The Powerblanket® Lite line is designed for heating jobs on a 
smaller scale. These models feature a lower power density than 
Powerblanket® or Powerblanket® Xtreme products. Rest assured 
that these heaters are the real deal - they are more energy 
efficient and safer than other heating elements on the market. 
Keep your equipment and materials warm in bitter climates so 
that you don’t lose any production time.

The Powerblanket® Xtreme line is designed for companies 
that work in more harsh climates. These heaters are built 
with a more durable and long lasting vinyl shell, making 
them safe to operate in temperatures as low as -50ºF 
(-46ºC). You can ensure these durable heating blankets will 
protect your equipment and help you maximize your yield 
through the cold weather. 
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Works great in sub 30 degree temps to really get all the extra fuel out of your tanks! I used to only get down to maybe the 
last B-10” of the tank in cold weather before the furnace would not fire. Upon installing the blanket I am able to maybe 3-4” 
before the same thing happens, this product will pay for itself over the lifetime of its use

Good product, as expected.

Love this thing!!! I use it to warm my soaping oils and it’s marvelous. I have it wrapped around my buckets and at around 
$100 it’s way more cost effective than using the water heated tanks (which are like $800). I will be buying more of these for 
my additional pails.



DRUM &
BUCKET HEATERS

DRUM HEATERS are one of the most 
popular lines of Powerblanket® products. 
The innovative design has changed the 
conventional method of heating materials. 
The design provides targeted and distributed 
heat to the surface of the drum, thus 
eliminating hot and cold spots.     

PRO SERIES: Includes a thermostatic controller for 
optimal control which allows you to adjust temperatures 
from ambient up to 145°F / 63°C (± 2°F / 1°C).* 

RR SERIES: Utilizes the Rapid Ramp technology to 
quickly heat materials to a pre-set safe 100°F/38°C (± 
10°F / 6°C).*   

POWERBLANKET® DRUM HEATERS:
• Work on both steel and poly drums 

• Provide an insulated, full-wrap design

• Deliver safe, distributed heat to temperature 
sensitive materials 

• Preserve expensive materials without overheating 
or burning

• Prevent product waste by safely maintaining 
consistent temperatures

“SMART TECHNOLOGY”
• Three individual heat zones

• Heat when and where needed

• Automatically adjusts to varying fluid levels

• Highly efficient design to save energy and money

*Product Temperatures may vary depending on boundary conditions

5 Gallon Bucket Heater -- Rapid Ramp

55 Gallon Drum Heater -- ProREADY TO SHIPpage 9

Standard sizes include 55 gallon, 30 gallon,
15 gallon drums and 5 gallon buckets.   
Other models, sizes and custom drums available upon request.

“Powerblanket® barrel and bucket heaters are a drastic improvement over the original band heaters we used to offer. With Powerblanket® products we no longer have to 
worry about overheating or unpredictable thermostats. Their GreenHeat Technology provides uniform heat throughout the entire barrel of product which is paramount to what 
we do. Powerblanket® products are very durable, look great, and are the only heaters we will offer our customers.”

—Mike Roberts, Manager
Howard Marten Fluid Technologies
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